a paradise to unwind
The ccTLD .fo was approved by IANA in 1997. Upon its establishment the ccTLD was delegated to UNIT2, which today is known as DK hostmaster in Denmark.

As the FO designation appears in the ISO 3166-1 list of countries and due to the history of the islands the Faroese government requested a change to self-regulate the ccTLD .fo in 2003. The final approval went through in autumn 2004.
Today there are 4300 .fo domain names registered. Our goal is to increase .fo domain name registrations significantly.
Domain names present in the Faroe Islands

- .fo: 69%
- .com: 16%
- Others: 15%
Strategic strategy

• .fo shall be the natural first choice in the Faroe Islands.
• .fo domain names shall be easy to register and use.
• That .fo is a safe choice
• That we continue to operate efficiently to keep .fo competitive.